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Multi-Digit Addition & Subtraction

1) A soda factory produced 960,900 bottles of soda in May. The factory produced

660,650 bottles in June. How much did the production drop by?

2) An Olympic athlete trains for 1,440 hours in the first six months. She increases

the training regime and puts in a total of 2,150 hours in the next six months.
How many hours did the athlete train in twelve months?
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5) Matthew, a wheat farmer, harvested 55,641 bags of wheat this year. If he has

2,345 bags left unsold, how many bags of wheat has he already sold?
Wheat
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Answer Key
Sheet 2

Multi-Digit Addition & Subtraction

1) A soda factory produced 960,900 bottles of soda in May. The factory produced

660,650 bottles in June. How much did the production drop by?

300,250 bottles
2) An Olympic athlete trains for 1,440 hours in the first six months. She increases

the training regime and puts in a total of 2,150 hours in the next six months.
How many hours did the athlete train in twelve months?

PREVIEW

3,590 hours
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70,881 students
5) Matthew, a wheat farmer, harvested 55,641 bags of wheat this year. If he has

2,345 bags left unsold, how many bags of wheat has he already sold?
Wheat

53,296 bags
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